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Abstract—This study uses eleven years (2002-2012)
of daily remotely-sensed data with multi-spatial
resolution of 1 km to 5 km to examine the
spatiotemporal distribution of net radiation (Q*) and
its four components: incoming shortwave (K↓),
outgoing shortwave (K↑), incoming long-wave (L↓),
and outgoing long-wave (L↑) under all sky conditions
across Lake Huron. Good agreement was found
between the in-situ measurements of net radiation
components and instantaneous estimates made from
the satellite data with correlation coefficients between
0.95 and 0.60 for outgoing long-wave radiation and
incoming shortwave radiation, respectively. Results
showed that Q* and all of its components significantly
changed over the study period. Trend analysis
revealed a significant decrease in Q* at the rate of
0.003 Wm-2 day-1 with a significant decrease in
shortwave (K↓ and K↑), and a significant increase in
long-wave (L↓ and L↑). The positive trend of outgoing
long-wave radiation was a result of the increase of
surface water temperature. The possible reason of
reducing surface incoming shortwave radiation was
mainly due to the increase of energy absorption by
water vapor in the atmosphere.
Index Terms—Remote Sensing, Net Radiation, Great Lakes,

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of Problem
The surface net radiation
is the algebraric sum
of the four radiation components [1] including: 1) the
incoming, downward, shortwave radiation from the Sun
and sky
, 2) the outgoing shortwave radiation, the
reflected solar radiation
, 3) the incoming longwave, thermal, radiation from the atmosphere
, and
4) the outgoing long-wave radiation from the surface
. Therefore, net radiation can be expressed as:
.
Net radiation is the key component in understanding
the surface energy balance and heat flux interface of the
atmosphere [2] [3]. This flux interface is the one of the
major determinants of climate. Over large areas, accurate
information of spatial and temporal variability of the net

radiation and its components are important for regional
and global climate models [4].
Point measurements of the surface net radiation and
its components can be acquired from meteorological
stations. In the North American Great Lakes region,
however, there are few over-lake stations and also there
are limitations on their footprint, thus, there will never be
sufficient flux towers or field measurements network that
adequately represent climatological parameters of large
areas of the Great Lakes under all conditions. Moreover,
in the temporal scale, none such regular long-term
instrumental observations exist on the Great Lakes’ water
surface because of winter severity and a lack of secure
research instrument bases [5] [6]. Most available longterm net radiation measurement stations located on or
near shore where signals are contaminated by
surrounding non-water surfaces. Therefore, with far too
sparse and period of off-shore observations, it is
impossible to provide a realistic, thorough picture of net
radiation that meet the requirement of climate research
community.
Satellite remote sensing is most likely the only
efficient and practical technique to provide regional to
global radiometric observations of critically required
inputs for estimating surface radiation components.
Regionally and globally-averaged quantities can be
estimated without the under-sampling problem inherent
in sparse observation networks [7]. Several studies have
attempted to calculate net radiation by combining remote
sensing observations with in-situ data [8] [9]. Some
studies have solely used satellite data to estimate net
radiation [10] [11] or some of its components such as net
surface shortwave radiation [12], net surface long-wave
radiation [13]. All these analyses were focused on a short
term (1 or 2 years) over land surface. This study is
probably the first time to apply exclusively remotely
sensed data to study long-term surface net radiation under
all sky conditions over a large water surface.
The purpose of this paper is to estimate the spatial
and temporal distribution, as well as, long-term changes
in the lake surface net radiation and its four components
under all sky conditions using satellite data. The results
of this study will be significant and beneficial in
understanding the spatial and temporal distribution of net

radiation over a large lake. This will contribute to the
climate research communities both at regional and global
scales.
B. Study Area
Lake Huron (Fig. 1) is the second largest of the Great
Lakes, with a surface area of 59,600 km2 making it the
third largest fresh water lake on Earth. The lake has a
volume of 3,540 km3, and a shoreline length of 6,157 km
[14]. The mean surface height of Lake Huron is 176 m
above sea level. The lake's average depth is 59 m, while
the maximum depth is 229 m. It has a length of 332 km
and a greatest breadth of 245 km [15].
Spectacle Reef Lighthouse, located 17.22 km east of
the eastern end of Bois Blanc Island at 45.7732 N and
84.1367 W, is the only station measuring year-round
meteorological variables over the lake. The station uses
the eddy covariance method to measure the turbulent heat
fluxes (sensible and latent heat), net radiation, air
temperature, humidity, rain rate, and lake surface
temperature. The lighthouse is the major platform
providing the year-round, continuous 30-min average
meteorological and fluxes data for calculating and
validating net radiation components for this study.

TABLE I.

Products
MOD03
MOD06 L2

MOD07 L2
MOD11A1
MOD11A2

MODIS PRODUCTS FOR ESTIMATING NET RADIATION

Data used (and its Spatial Resolution)
Solar zenith angles
(1 km)
Cloud optical thickness
(5 km)
Cloud top temperature
(5 km)
Cloud emissivity
(5 km)
Cloud fraction
(5 km)
Surface temperature
(5 km)
Dew temperature
(5 km)
Air temperature
(5 km)
Daily surface temperature
(1 km)
8 days surface temperature
(1 km)

B. In-situ Measurements
Ground data from the meteorological station located
on the top of Spectacle Reef Lighthouse were used for
satellite data validation. The station provides 30 minute
averages of a number of observations of net radiation and
its four components, which were measured by 4Component Net Radiometer (model CNR4 Campbell
Scientific, Logan, UT). Infrared thermometer (model
4000.4GL, Everest) was used to measure water surface
temperature in order to calculate outgoing long-wave
radiation. All data recorded by Campbell Scientific
CR23X micrologger.
III.

METHODOLOY

All surfaces receive short-wave radiation during the
daytime and exchange long-wave radiation continuously
with the atmosphere. This exchange determines the net
radiation. For this study, net radiation at the water surface
can be expressed in terms of its components as:
(1)

Figure 1. Study area and the location of Spectacle Reef Lighthouse
with meteorological instruments (4-Component Net Radiometer,
Infrared thermometer).

II.

DATA

A. Satellite Data
Measurement of net radiation and its components
were obtained throughout the period between 2002 and
2012. Four MODIS data products including: MOD03
(geological product), MOD06 (cloud product), MOD07
(atmospheric profile product), and MOD11 (land surface
temperature product) were used. These data were in
Hierarchical Data Format - Earth Observing System
(HDF-EOS) which contains multi-object files. Data were
acquired from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Land Processes Distributed Active
Archive Center. All products except MOD11 were
extracted and mosaicked using MODIS Conversion
Toolkit (MCTK). For MOD11, the thermal images were
extracted, reprojected, and mosaicked using MODIS
Reprojection Tool [16]. The following table illustrates the
characteristics of each product.

A. Surface Albedo
In a clear sky, in the absence of diffuse radiation, the
reflectivity of the lake’s surface can be estimated using
solar zenith angle which was obtained from MOD03
Geological product. Fresnel reflection equation for unpolarized radiation [17] was applied. The equation can be
written as:
(2)
where: is solar zenith angle,
refraction for the medium.
For water:

is the angle of

(3)
where: is the index of refraction (1.33 for visible
spectrum region)
Under cloudy sky conditions, albedo values were
calculated from field data collected over Great Slave
Lake [18]. We did not estimate albedo values directly
from Lake Huron in-situ measurements, because the
albedo signal was contaminated by the lighthouse’s

concrete base, which lead to overestimation of albedo
values.
B.

Incoming Shortwave Radiation
The computation of incoming shortwave radiation
for clear sky conditions (W m-2) was carried out using
two parameters, vapor pressure and solar zenith angle.
The method developed by Zillman [19] cited in [10] was
used and the equation can be written as:
(4)
where: So is the solar constant 1376 Wm-2,
constant value ( 0.1), is vapor pressure (hPa)

is a

Vapor pressure, (hPa) was estimated from dew
point temperature using Clausius-Clapeyron method [20]
cited in [10]:
(5)
where:
is the latent heat of vaporization (2.56
106J kg-1),
is the constant of gas for water vapor
(461 J kg−1 K−1), is dew point temperature (K).
Dew point temperature (
) was derived from
MOD07 atmospheric profile product. Since, the study
area characterized by frequent occurrence of cloudy-sky
conditions, particularly in the winter season, shortwave
radiation is mostly attenuated by clouds. Therefore, under
cloudy sky conditions, we applied the method proposed
by Slingo [21], in which the incoming shortwave
radiation (W m-2) was calculated by weighting the
shortwave radiation of clear sky using cloud fraction and
cloud optical thickness. These two parameters were
obtained from MOD06 cloud product. The equation can
be expressed as:
(6)
where:
is cloud fraction (no units),
optical thickness (no units)

is cloud

C. Incoming Longwave Radiation
Incoming longwave radiation (W m-2) under clearsky conditions were calculated using air temperature and
air emissivity with the Stefan-Boltzman law.
(7)
where: (K) is air temperature at the height of 31 m
above the water surface, is effective air emissivity (no
units), is Stefan-Boltzman constant
W
m-2 K-4
Air temperature ( ) was derived from MOD07
Atmospheric profile product. Effective air emissivity was
estimated by Prata approach [22]:
(8)

where:

(9)

In the case of cloudy conditions, some pixels values
of MOD07 were missing (between 40 – 85 % missing
value during summer and winter season). Thus, MODIS’s
surface temperature from MOD06 cloud product was
employed to fill in these missing values of dew point
temperature and air temperature by calculating
temperature offsets. These offsets were computed as the
difference between the MOD06 surface temperatures and
the in-situ data from the Spectacle Reef meteorological
station. The difference between surface water temperature
and air temperature (dew point temperature) also was not
constant year around. The offset was varied with season,
particularly during winter, due to the difference in heat
capacity between air and water. Thus, this study proposed
calculating separate temperature offsets for winter and
non-winter season. Then, incoming long-wave radiation
during all sky conditions was estimated as a combination
of incoming long-wave during clear sky condition and
long-wave emitted from clouds.
(10)
where:
is cloud temperature (K),
is cloud
emissivity. Both cloud temperature and cloud emissivity
was obtained from MOD06 cloud product
D. Outgoing Long-wave Radiation
Outgoing long-wave radiation (W m-2) was
calculated using MODIS’s thermal surface temperature
for all sky conditions. Under cloudy sky, MODIS’s cloud
free data composite image (MOD11A2, 8 days composite
product) was employed to fill in these missing value
pixels (20-90%). However, it was found that during the
winter season, there were some areas where new
temperature imagery may not be available for more than
10 days because of cloud cover [23]. To overcome this
problem of missing data in both MOD11A1 and
MOD11A2, spatial Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW)
interpolation technique was used to calculate the missing
pixels values of MOD11A2. Then the values of
MOD11A2 were used to fill the missing values in daily
MODIS data (MOD11A1). However, using MOD11A2
to fill the missing data pixels in MOD11A1 could
introduce uncertainty because, the composite MOD11A2
data may be collected at different view angles, on
different dates, and under different atmospheric
conditions. Thus, it is necessary to validate the data
before using them. The emitted long-wave radiation was
calculated using the Stefan-Boltzman relationship, which
can be written as:
(11)
where: is water surface temperature (K),
emissivity of water surface

is

E. Data Validation
Net radiation and its components were calculated
using estimations of water surface and atmospheric
parameters from remotely-sensed data. Therefore, the
accuracy of these components must be validated with
information acquired by the meteorological towers.
Satellite data and field measurements gathered during the
year of 2010 was used for validation. The ground-based
technique that directly evaluates the satellite – derived
surface net radiation variable with in-situ direct
measurements at the satellite overpass has been applied to
validate satellite data over different land cover and land
use including large lakes, grasslands, and agricultural
fields [24]. The data of the meteorological station on the
top of Spectacle Reef Lighthouse, which is positioned far
from shoreline, was an ideal data for validation of the
satellite data.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of daily satellite net radiation
components to the ground-based observations
The MODIS incoming solar radiation versus direct
measurements from pyranometer showed a good
agreement. The R2 was 0.77, in clear-sky conditions, 0.70
for all sky condition, and the R2 under cloudy-sky
conditions was 0.61. This low correlation coefficient
might be due to the effect of the difference in spatial scale
between direct measurements and satellites observations.
The direct measurement recorded a single point from the
meteorological station, whereas each pixel of satellite
data record information at a 25 km2 spatial coverage.
An important uncertainty associated with co-location
of satellite and ground measurements were temporal and
spatial sampling errors. Temporal sampling error arises
from the fact that the surface measurement has 30
minutes average incoming shortwave radiation calculated
from measurements collected every 5 seconds, while
satellite instantaneous capture signals with less than 1
second per pixel. Since, clouds change overtime, 30
minutes different range of record time has a high
potential to introduce different amount of incoming
shortwave radiation. Spatial sampling error occurs
because, MODIS pixel aggregates the radiometric
radiation signal from area of 5 x 5 km which is much
greater than the pyranometer’s field of view. A single
small isolated cloud right over the meteorological station
considerably reduces the shortwave incoming radiation
reached at the pyranometer, whereas producing a small
effect on the measurement from the satellite. In contrast,
if there were clouds over almost all of the satellite pixel,
except over the pyranometer, then the incoming
shortwave radiation from surface measurement will be
higher than the one from the satellite observation.
Since, the measurements of the reflected solar
radiation were affected by the base of the lighthouse
structure that could not be avoided, no validation was
carried out for outgoing radiation. We understand that for
satellite retrieved parameter that is lacking validation of
data will introduce more uncertainty in study results,

however, the reflected solar radiation was the smallest
component of the net radiation (less than 5% of the net
radiation).
For the incoming long-wave radiation, the
correlation coefficient between these two data sources
(MODIS and in situ) were 0.72, 0.60, and 0.64 for clear,
cloudy, and all sky conditions, respectively. These low
coefficient values were mainly due to the effect of the
difference in spatial scale observed and cloud cover
impacts as discussed earlier on the incoming shortwave
radiation.
Direct measurements of outgoing long-wave
radiation were not available because of signal
contamination from the lighthouse base, thus
measurements of surface water temperature by infrared
thermometer were used to calculate the upwelling longwave using the Stefan-Boltzman relationship assuming
constant surface emissivity of 0.97. The correlation
coefficients between the calculated and the measured
outgoing long-wave radiation were 0.95, 0.91, and 0.93
for clear, cloudy, and all sky condition, respectively. Fig.
2 shows the scatter plot of in situ measurements of three
net radiation components (incoming shortwave, incoming
long-wave, and outgoing long-wave of net radiation for
all sky conditions.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of satellite’s net radiation components versus the
directly measured data (30 min average) including incoming shortwave
(a), incoming long-wave (b), outgoing long-wave (c) for the year 2010.

B. Temporal and spatial distribution of net radiation
The annual variation and ratio of net radiation and its
components is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The
instantaneous net radiation was dominated by incident
shortwave radiation, indicating that daytime radiation
budget of the lake surface was remarkably dominated by
energy absorption. The ratio of net radiation and
incoming shortwave radiation was nearly constant all
year around, but the pattern was slightly greater during
the wintertime. Outgoing shortwave flux had relatively
small value due to very low reflection coefficient of
water.
For long-wave radiation, the difference between
upward and downward long-wave radiation was also
almost constant with positive values between 30 Wm-2
(winter) to 50 Wm-2 (summer) which was an indication

that the water surface lost more long-wave radiation than
it gained all year around. Long-wave radiation (incoming
and outgoing) also had less seasonal variation and much
lower density than the incoming shortwave radiation,
particularly in the summertime which presented the
lowest ratio of net radiation and long-wave radiation. In
winter, due to the high thermal inertia of lake water and
high cloud cover, both downward and upward long-wave
radiations were greater than incident shortwave which
had the lowest intensity due to the low solar angles and
the frequent occurrence of clouds. Therefore, the ratio of
long-wave radiation to net radiation was greater during
the wintertime.
The spatial distribution of yearly daytime
instantaneous surface net radiation over Lake Huron is
shown in Fig. 5. In January – April and September –
December, the distribution of net radiation had an
approximately regular latitudinal pattern which was
controlled by solar zenith angle. In March, with the
increase in solar elevation, the net radiation increased
rapidly which was almost two times greater than the
value of February. In April, the net radiation continued to
increase but the variation with latitude was not obvious.
From May to August, the spatial distribution of net
radiation over the lake did not show the variation with
latitude. The variability of net radiation was related to
lake’s bathymetry and the presence or absence of cloud
covers. June was the month of highest net radiation. After
this month, the net radiation started to decrease due to
decreasing solar elevation. However, the water surface
still had a high temperature, which resulted in a greater
emission of long-wave radiation. The latitudinal pattern
of net radiation spatial distribution started to reconstruct
in September and again reached regular latitudinal
pattern.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of monthly average net radiation (Wm-2)
from 2002 – 2012.
Figure 3. Annual change of net radiation and its components including
incoming shortwave, outgoing shortwave, incoming long-wave, and
outgoing long-wave over Lake Huron (in Wm-2).

Figure 4. Ratio of each of the net radiation components during the
period of 2001-2012

C. Change of net radiation
Time series of daily instantaneous radiation at the
lake’s surface in Wm−2 and the trend line for the 11-years
(2002–2012) period were presented in Fig. 6. The trend
exhibited a statistically significant (95% confidence
level) decline in incoming shortwave and an increase in
incoming long-wave and outgoing long-wave radiations.
The outgoing shortwave showed a slight upward trend,
however it was not statistically significant.
Net radiation, according to changes of its four
components, shows a significant decline of 1.09 W m-2
per year corresponding to 12.04 W m-2 for the entire
period 2002-2012. The decrease in surface incident solar
radiation followed by an increase in outgoing long wave
radiation contributed to this observed trend. There was a

slight increase in downwelling long-wave radiation,
which was relatively small compared to the decrease in
incoming shortwave radiation. The following are details
of the three net radiation components (incoming
shortwave, incoming long-wave, and outgoing longwave) that had a significant contribution to the trends in
net radiation.
Incoming solar radiation over the lake had a
significant downward trend of 1.38 W m-2 per year
corresponding to 15.25 W m-2 for the entire period (20022012). This result in agreement with Hinkelman et al.
[25] who observed a decline in solar surface radiation in
North America during the period 1998-2004 and similar
to Liepert [26] who observed a reduction of 19 W m-2 in
surface solar radiation in the United States between the
1960s and the 1980s.
This study used 1367 W m-2 solar constant, therefore,
the variations in incidence solar radiation that reached the
lake surface cannot be explained by changes in the
luminosity of the sun. Therefore, the changes in incoming
shortwave radiation had to be a result of variations in the
atmosphere transparency, which controlled by the
occurrence of cloud, aerosols, and water vapor. From our
observation, there were slight decrease in cloud cover and
its optical thickness over the lake, which would
supposedly allow more incoming shortwave radiation to
reach the surface. However, our results showed a
decrease in the incoming solar radiation indicating a
reduction in amount of cloud cover could not be
accounted for as a factor lead to increase in surface
shortwave radiation. This corresponds to the study of
Qian et. al. [27] and Norris and Wild [28] who reported
that changes in cloud cover effect can be detected on an
inter-annual basis, however, their influence to the long
term trend of incoming solar radiation is not constantly
noticeable.
The possible reason for the reduction in surface
incoming shortwave radiation was the absorption of
shortwave radiation by water vapor in the air. This study
observed an increase in vapor pressure (Fig. 7), which inturn could result in a decrease in incident surface solar
radiation. This is a reasonable explanation, because water
vapor is the most absorbing gas in the atmosphere [29]
and it has a number of absorption bands in the shortwave
spectral regions where the most intensive bands are the
bands in ultraviolet and near infrared. Although the
absorption band in visible ranges are very small, but are
present [30] within the wavelength between 0.572-0.703
µm [31]. Our study results corresponded to the study of
Arking [32] who claimed that water vapor is the most
dominant factor in the atmospheric absorption of
shortwave radiation. Braswell and Lindzen [33] also
found that water vapor in clear air absorbs significant
amount of solar radiation.
The incoming long-wave radiation had an increase of
1.13 Wm-2 per year corresponding to about 12.45 Wm-2
for the 11 years. The change in incoming long-wave is
generally influenced by the change of temperature and
humidity of the atmosphere and by the cloud covers [34].
As mentioned earlier, cloud cover and cloud optical

thickness were slightly decreasing over the study period,
thus, the increase in incoming long-wave radiation was
driven by the long-term increase in vapor pressure and air
temperature. Outgoing long-wave had also an upward
trend of 0.84 Wm-2 per year corresponding to about 9.23
Wm-2 for the entire study period (2002-2012). This
increase was mainly due to the increase of lake surface
water temperature.

Figure 6. Time series of instantaneous net radiation (a), incoming
shortwave (b), outgoing shortwave (c), incoming longwave (d), and
outgoing long-wave (e) at the lake’s surface in W m−2 and the trend line
for the 11-years (2002–2012).

Figure 7. Time series of instantaneous vapor pressure (hPa) and the
trend line for the 11-years (2002–2012).

V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Inter-annual and long-term spatiotemporal variability
of surface net radiation was estimated from MODIS data
using a four-component approach. A good correlation
was found between the parameters calculated from
satellite data and in situ observations. The correlation
coefficient was 0.95 for outgoing long-wave radiation,
whereas, incoming radiation (both shortwave and longwave) had a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.60
due to the difference in spatial sampling between satellite
and ground station. No validation was carried out for the
outgoing shortwave radiation, because of the
contamination of the outgoing signal from the lighthouse
base and no other ground measurements were available.
The spatial distribution of the net radiation and its
four components showed temporal and spatial
heterogeneities. The study found that the decrease in

incoming shortwave radiation, the increase in incoming
and outgoing long-wave radiation were statistically
significant over the 11-yr observation period. Outgoing
shortwave has a small increasing trend, but it was not
statistically significant. The instantaneous net radiation
was dominated by incident shortwave radiation, however,
it declined by 1.09 W m-2 per year corresponding to about
12.04 W m-2 for the entire period (2002-2012). This was
mainly due to the significant decrease in incoming
shortwave radiation, followed by increase in outgoing
long-wave radiation. The positive trend of outgoing longwave radiation was obviously a result of the increase of
surface water temperature. The possible reason for
reduction of surface incoming shortwave radiation was
mainly the increase of energy absorption by water vapor
in the atmosphere.
Use of satellite data for computing the net radiation
parameters presented in this paper will allow a better
understanding of spatial distribution and improve spatial
resolution, and analysis at wide areas. The information
provided in this study can be an important parameter for
input to the numerical models for assessing the
magnitude of surface energy balance.
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